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Logical thinking activitiesLogical thinking activities
Classify blocks by size.Classify blocks by size.

Sort crayons, markers, or pencils into containers.Sort crayons, markers, or pencils into containers.

Compare sets using more and less.Compare sets using more and less.

Sort buttons, keys, coins, pasta, cereal, fabric or paper scrapsSort buttons, keys, coins, pasta, cereal, fabric or paper scraps, , 
marbles, balls, stamps, postcards, jar lids, leaves, shells, plamarbles, balls, stamps, postcards, jar lids, leaves, shells, playing ying 
cards, etc. cards, etc. 

Sort zoo and farm animals for storage.Sort zoo and farm animals for storage.

Go on a shape or color hunt.Go on a shape or color hunt.



Measurement activitiesMeasurement activities
Measure shoes, height, length of table, etc. with          Measure shoes, height, length of table, etc. with          
yarn or your hands.yarn or your hands.

Measure and compare sizes of various containers.Measure and compare sizes of various containers.

Use blocks to build towers with length or height equal to Use blocks to build towers with length or height equal to 
other objects. other objects. 

Count the number of steps it takes to get somewhere.Count the number of steps it takes to get somewhere.

Measure ingredients for cooking. Measure ingredients for cooking. 



Shape activities for your childShape activities for your child
Hunt for shapes throughout the house.Hunt for shapes throughout the house.

Hunt for shapes in a magazine, cut out, and paste on a page.Hunt for shapes in a magazine, cut out, and paste on a page.

Make pictures using a variety of shapes.Make pictures using a variety of shapes.

Trace shapes, then color them in. Trace shapes, then color them in. 

Place one of each shape on a magnetic board or the refrigerator.Place one of each shape on a magnetic board or the refrigerator. Have Have 
your child  look through a basket of shapes and place a shape neyour child  look through a basket of shapes and place a shape next to xt to 
its corresponding match.its corresponding match.

Use shoelaces to create shapes by placing the laces on top of a Use shoelaces to create shapes by placing the laces on top of a 
previously drawn shape.previously drawn shape.



Numeral activity 1Numeral activity 1

Select five index cards. On the leftSelect five index cards. On the left--hand side hand side 
of each, write a numeral from 1 to 5. Then, of each, write a numeral from 1 to 5. Then, 
on the right side, punch a matching number on the right side, punch a matching number 
of holes with a hole punch. Have your child of holes with a hole punch. Have your child 
count  the number of holes in the cards and count  the number of holes in the cards and 
name the matching numerals. name the matching numerals. 



Numeral activity 2Numeral activity 2

Cut five apple shapes out of Cut five apple shapes out of 
cardboard. Cut one finger hole in cardboard. Cut one finger hole in 
the first shape, two in the second, the first shape, two in the second, 
and so on. Color the apple shapes and so on. Color the apple shapes 
red and mark each one with the red and mark each one with the 
numeral that matches the number numeral that matches the number 
of holes in it. Let your child choose of holes in it. Let your child choose 
an apple shape, sticking his fingers an apple shape, sticking his fingers 
through the holes and then naming through the holes and then naming 
the number of "worms" they see.the number of "worms" they see.



Numeral activity 3Numeral activity 3
Number the inside bottoms of six Number the inside bottoms of six 

paper baking cups from 1 to 6. paper baking cups from 1 to 6. 
Place the baking cups in a 6Place the baking cups in a 6--
cup muffin tin. Give your child cup muffin tin. Give your child 
a box containing 21 counters a box containing 21 counters 
(pennies, small buttons, beans, (pennies, small buttons, beans, 
etc.). Have your child identify etc.). Have your child identify 
the numerals in the bottoms of the numerals in the bottoms of 
the paper baking cups and the paper baking cups and 
drop in the corresponding drop in the corresponding 
numbers of counters.numbers of counters.



Numeral activity 4Numeral activity 4

Divide a paper plate into six equal Divide a paper plate into six equal 
sections and label the sections from sections and label the sections from 
one to six by drawing on sets of dots. one to six by drawing on sets of dots. 
Write a numeral from 1 to 6 on each of Write a numeral from 1 to 6 on each of 
six springsix spring--type clothespins. Let your type clothespins. Let your 
child clip the clothespins to the child clip the clothespins to the 
matching numbered sections on the matching numbered sections on the 
circle.circle.



Numeral activity 5Numeral activity 5

Make a blank book for your child by stapling 10 Make a blank book for your child by stapling 10 
pieces of white paper together with a colored pieces of white paper together with a colored 
paper cover. Write "My Counting Book" and the paper cover. Write "My Counting Book" and the 
child's name on the front. Number the pages in child's name on the front. Number the pages in 
the book from 1 to 10. Let your child look the book from 1 to 10. Let your child look 
through magazines or catalogs and tear or cut through magazines or catalogs and tear or cut 
out small pictures. Then have her glue one out small pictures. Then have her glue one 
picture on the first page of her book, two picture on the first page of her book, two 
pictures on the second page and so on. pictures on the second page and so on. 



Opposites activitiesOpposites activities
Compare rough and smoothCompare rough and smooth——use rocks, fabric squares, etc.use rocks, fabric squares, etc.

Compare hard and soft.Compare hard and soft.

Use boxes for the following opposites:       big / littleUse boxes for the following opposites:       big / little

open / closedopen / closed

light / heavylight / heavy

thick / thinthick / thin

full / emptyfull / empty

wide / narrowwide / narrow

far / nearfar / near



Pattern activitiesPattern activities
Look for patterns on leaves.Look for patterns on leaves.

Work with simple patterns in bead or block construction.Work with simple patterns in bead or block construction.

Build patterns with two colors of pattern blocks.Build patterns with two colors of pattern blocks.

Color every second day on a calendar. Color every second day on a calendar. 

Explore patterns in wallpaper or wrapping paper.Explore patterns in wallpaper or wrapping paper.

Create patterns using sponge printing, collage materials, Create patterns using sponge printing, collage materials, 
geometric shapes, wrapping paper or wallpaper. geometric shapes, wrapping paper or wallpaper. 

Find patterns on the United States flag. Find patterns on the United States flag. 



Counting songsCounting songs
““Ten in the BedTen in the Bed””
““Five Green and Five Green and 
Speckled FrogsSpeckled Frogs””
““Alice the CamelAlice the Camel””
““The Ants Go MarchingThe Ants Go Marching””
““This Old ManThis Old Man””
““Five Little MonkeysFive Little Monkeys””
““Monkeys in a TreeMonkeys in a Tree””
““Five Little PumpkinsFive Little Pumpkins””
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